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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Waterford Steam Electric Station, Unit 3
NRC Inspection Report 50-382/97-21

Enaineuing

A noncited violation was identified for f ailure to provide backup overcurrent*

protection for containment electrical penetrations associated with Hydrogen
Analyzers A ar.d B, and for f ailure to properly test the primary overcurrent protection
devices installed on the same penetrations (Section E8.14).

The licensee f ailed to update the technical requirements manualin accordance with*

site procedures after identifying a number of inaccuracies. This was identified as the
first example of a violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V (Section
E8.14).

The licensee f ailed to issue a condition report upon discovery of an error in a*

calculation associated with the contynment spray riser level gauges. This wt ,
identified as the second example of a violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B,
Criterion V (Section E8.22).

A noncited violation was identified for f ailure of the refueling machine to meet*

technical specification requirements concerning continuous overload protection and
for a f ailure to have an adequate surveillance procedure to test the control element
assembly mast minimum load capacity (Section E8.23).
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- Reoort Details
,

- Summarv of Plant StA1MS

-The unit operated at 100 percent power during the inspection,

11. Maintenance

M8 Miscellaneous Maintenance issues

M8,1 (Closed) Insoection Followuo item 50-382/9623-04! Insoection of Emeroencv Diesgj
'

Generators Air Receiver Tanks

Backaround

The inspectors reviewed surveillances for tl.e carbon steel air receiver tanks used to
monitor for the development of potentialinternal corrosion. Ultrasonic-
measurements of the thickness of the air receivers idantified that the bottom of the
A2 air receiver indicated a possible corrosion caused degradation that reduced the
wall thickness allowance. The licensee evaluated the condition for operability and
concluded that the unit was operable. Condition Report 961792 was initiated to
evaluate and resolve the issues.

Insoector Followuo

The inspectors reviewed the condition report and supporting documentation. The
licensee performed a boroscopic/visualinspection of the air receiver on January 23,
1997, in accordence with Work Authorization 01152820. The inspection identified
that while the internal surf aces of the air receiver were very dry, there were signs of
corrcsion around the entire surf ace and there was some flaking rust. No deep pits
were identified. The licensee's engineering staff concluded that continued corrosion
would occur at a slow rate, allowing time for trending of corrosion via performing
periodic ultrasonic thickness measurements.

The licensee initiated added ultrasonic inspections of all four emergency diesel
generator air receivers to its surveillance schedule at a performance interval of
60 months. The inspectors veiified that the tasks had been entered into the
licensee's repetitive tas'K system. The due date for the next inspection was July 30,
2002. Based upon the results of the licensee's ultrasonic measurements and visual

F inspection, the inspectors determined that the air receiver tank corrosion was
4
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minimal. The licensee was continuing a monthly operations task of draining any
residual moisture from the receivers to minimize continuing corrosion. The
inspectors considered the licensee's implementation of a periodic task to perform
ultrasonic thickness measurements an acceptable means of trending air receiver wall
degradation due to corrosion,

lib Enoineering

E8 Miscellaneous Engineering issues

E8,01 [ Closed) Insoection Followuo item 50-382/9325-02- Failure to Revise Design
Documents

Background

The licensee identified everalinstances where drawing revision notices and work
authorizations used to revise the plant configuration resulted in a f ailure to properly
depict the incorrect as built configuration of the plant, as delineated in plant
drawings, in response to these findings, the licensee sampled the design changes
performed under drawing revision notices and work authorizations to determine if
there were any additional failures to properly revise affected documents,

insoector Followup

The licensee performed an initial review of 58 nonconformance condition
identifications, Based on discrepancies found in this sample, the 'icensee decided to
review an additional 117 nonconformance condition identifications. Out of a sample
of 175, the licensee identified 11 instances where the design documents were not
updated as required. This represented an error rate of approximately 7 percent.
However, the licensee determined that none of the 11 discrepancies were more than
minor, nor did any create an operability or safety concern,

The licensee also reviewed its condition report database for configuration issues To
address the generic concerns associated with these configuration-related condition
reports, the licensee initiated Condition Report 94-0761. This condition report was
initiated prior to completion of the nonconformance condition identification review,
but was considered to be addressing the same issues; therefore, a new condition
report was not inniated.

The inspectors noted that while Condition Report 94-0761 did not explicitly address
nonconformance condition identifications, the drawing reviews performad within this

_ __ - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ __-_-__________--______-___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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effort would have found discrepancies caused by previously mishandled
nonconformance condition identification. The inspectors considered the lack of a /
condition report specifically addressing the approximate 7 percent error rate for
nonconformance condition identification to constitute a weakness in the overall
response to this issue, but that from a safety perspective, this oversight was of

3
minimal significance. The inspectors considered the licensee's actions to be j

sufficient.

E8.02 LC101ed) Insoection Followuo item 50-382/9325-04: Review of Problem Evaluation /
Information Reauest Process

Backoround

The inspectors noted that some of the recommended actions included in a specific
problem evaluation /information request had not been completed. The inspectors
noted that these recommended actions were not tracked for completion in the
licensee's corrective action process. The inspectors noted that the licensee's
procedure for Problem Evaluation /Information Requests NOAP-018, " Problem
Evaluation /Information Request," Revision 1, did not require tracking recommended
actions to completion. The licensee intended to evaluate their problem
evaluation /inf ormation request process.

Inspector Followuo

The licensee replaced Procedure NOAP-018 with Site Directive WS.602, " Problem
Evaluation /Information Request," Revision O. This procedure contained additional
guidance concerning when to use the problem evaluation /information request
process, but still did not require formal tracking of recommendations, in 1997, the
licensee replaced the problem evaluation /information request process with what was
termed the engineering request program. This new process was contained in
Procedure W4.104, " Engineering Request Process," Revision O. As in Site
Directive W5.602, this procedure did not require followup of recommended actions.
The inspectors considered this process acceptable as long as the recommended
actions were only enhancements and not actions needed to correct a condition
adverse to quality. The inspectors reviewed a sample of engineering requests
(97-22, 97-80,97-89, 97-98, 97-100, 97-193, 97-206) to determine whether
recommended actions identified in these reports were corrective actions for
conditions adverse to quality. From this review, the inspectus determined that
none involved conditions adverse to quality, in addition, the inspectors noted that
several examples existed where condition reports had been written by engineering
for discrepant conditions discovered during the review.

The inspectors concluded that the licensee's use of recommended actions without a !

followup process within the engineering request process was acceptable,

l
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E8.03 (Closed) Violation 50-382/9335;D1: Inadeouate Desian Control and imolementation
of a Modification Resulted in Comoonent Cooling Water Train Cross-Connection.

Background

in 1988, the licensee implemented Design Modification MP-1960 to the component
cooling water system that installed a portable chiller system and provided chilled
water to the containment f an coolers. The modification included the installation of
two safety-related butterfly valves, CC-8241 A and CC-82518, to provide train
isolation of the piping prirr to a common chilled water outlet line. Pneumatic
actuators that were supplied with the valves were not necessary for this application
and were replaced with nonsafety-related manual operators prior to installation in
the plant.

In 1994, the licensee determined that the component cooling water system was
degraded because of inadequate train separation. The butterfly valve discs were
found misaligned from the indicated valve position due to incorrect installation of the
valve operator. The valves were partially open when the position indicator indicated
closed. The NRC determined that there were no work instructions provided to install
the replacement operators, there was no commercial-grade evaluation to determine
the adequacy of the nonsafety related operators in a safety-related application, and
there was inadequate post-modification testing to verify that the modification was
correctly installed.

Insoector Followup

A similar violation (50-382/9335-02) relating to the same event was reviewed
and closed in NRC Inspection Report 50-383/95-05. Corrective actions
implemented by the licensee and verified in the previous inspection for that
violation were similar to those identified for the subject violation. Corrective
actions for the identified design change, work order preparation, and post-
installation testing continued to be implemented. The inspectors reviewed
Commercial Grade Evaluation LPTSM1960M0040, Revision 0, for the butterfly valve
manual operators and concluded that it provided an acceptable justification for the
use of these operators in a safety-related application. The inspectors also reviewed
System Operating Procedure OP-002-003, " Component Cooling Water System,"
Revision 11, and Administrative Procedure OP 100-009, " Control of Valves and
Breakers," Revision 14, and verified that the system lineup checklists required these
valves to be locked in the closed position for system operability.

The inspectors determined that the licensee had adequately resolved the issues
associated with this violation.

___ _
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E8.04 LClosed) Inspection Followuo item 50-382/9407-01: Vendor Information

Backaround

Two weaknesses were identified by the NRC concerning the licensee's program for
controlling information in vendor technical manuals. First, the licensee was not
maintaining records of its annual contacts with vendors to ensure that all relevant
information, such as service bulletins, had been received by the licensee. Although
the licensee sent letters to the vendors, no tracking was performed to ensure that
responses were received. Also, response letters that were received were not being
retained for records storage. In addition, when information was received from the
vendors, it was not being incorporated into the technical manuals in a user-friendly -
manner. Typically, the change was placed at the end of the manual without
marking the text that was affected by the change. Therefore, a user of a technical
manual could extract superseded information unless a time intensive search of all
changes was routinely performed each time the manual was used. These two
weaknesses had the collective effect of increasing the chance that current vendor
information was not being used for at least some safety-related work.

IDEDgetor Followuo

The licensee initiated Condition Report 94-262 to address both concerns. The
licensee decided to perform a formal assessment of the vendor equipment technical
information program. This assessment was documented in Report 94-012 " Vendor
Equipment Technical Inforraation Program (VETIP)," dated September 13,1994.
The inspectors reviewed this report and determined that it addressed both
weaknesses.

The licensee revised Procedure UNT-004-035, '' Control of Vendor Information,"
Revision 5, to address, among other matters, the two NRC-identified issues. The
inspectors verified that the pracedure now required a rev; ewer to determine whether
text marking was necessary when vendor information affecting a tachnical manual
was received. The procedure also required that annual requests be submitted to
vendors to request a listing of documents sent during the past year. The procedure
required that vendor responses to these requests be kept as quality assurance
records. The inspectors concluded that the new procedural guidelines were
sufficient to preclude recurrence of the originally-identified deficiencies.

To address the possibility that some vendor technical manual changes were lost
during the years preceding the procedural upgrades, the licensee sent letters to each
critical (supplier of safety-related equipment) vendor asking for a list of all issuances
since 1991 that affected technical manuals under their cognizance. Followiig
completion cf this process, the licensee was confident that their technical manuals
were up to date.

- -
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E8.05 (Ocen) Violation 50-382/9407-02: Failure to Provide Adeauate Procedure

Backaround

Procedure MM-003-041, "Five Year Emorgency Diesel Generator inspection,"
Revision 0, was inadequate in that it dio not provide instructions to clean and
lubricate the fuel injector pump mounting f asteners in accordance with vendor
specifications. The f ailure to lubricate properly the f asteners could have caused the
applied prestress to be less than the minimum design value, which could lead to
e' * f ailure of the f asteners.

Insoector Foll mn

The licensee found that an additional procedure, MM OO3-042, " Ten Year
Emergency Diesel Engine Inspection," Revision 0, was affected by the same
problem. The licensee revised both this procedure and MM-003-041 to require that
the fuel injector pump mounting f asteners be lubricated with Lubriplate, or
equivalent, prior to installation. The inspectors noted that the procedures did not
specify Lubriplate 630-AA, which was specified by the vendor, but just stated that
"Lubriplate or equivalent lubricant" should be used. The licensee acknowledged the
problem and indicated that a review of the procedures to determine if further
revision was necessary would be done. The licensee also revised Cooper Indus'. ries
Drawing KSV-18 4, " Fuel Injection Pump," to include the requiremert for the
mounting f asteners to be lubricated. In this case, Lubriplate 630-AA oi eMvalent
was specified.

The licensee conducted two training sessions that discussed this violation, one with
the entire plant staff and one specifically for maintenance personnel. The inspectors
reviewed training plans and noted that they adequately addressed bolt lubrication.

Because of the procedure discrepancies, the inspectors determined that the violation
should be left open until these issues were corrected by the licensee.

E8.06 (Closed) Violation 50-382/9426-01: Failure to Initiate an Uodate to the Station
Information Manaaement System

Backaround

The licensee f ailed to update the station information management system in
accordance with Procedure UNT-OO7-014, " Administrative Procedure Setpoint
Change Control," Revision 6. During a review of Setpoint Change 93-011, the
NRC observed that the boric acid makeup tank temperature controllers and
alarm setpointa had been lowered on July 23,1994, in accordance with
Work Authorization 01125613 and Condition Identification Cl 291307.
Procedure MD-001-032, " Administrative Procedure Work Authorization Closing,"

_ - - _ - _ - -__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Revision 0, required that tha work authorization be routed to system engineering if it
implemented a setpoint change. When questioned about the closure _of Work
Authorization 01125613, the licensee was unable to locate it and concluded that it
was lost The NRC attempted to verify the updated setpoint, as documented in the

~

station information management system, and noted that none of the temperature
controller setpoints had been updated with the final values as of December 1,1994.
Two of the four temperature controllers had been identified or posted as having an ;

outstanding work authorizadon in effect.
F

Insnector Followun

The inspectors reviewed NRC Inspection Report 50 382/94-26 and the licensee's
response to the violation documented in Letter W3F1-95-OOO9, dated February 1,
1995. The inspectors also interviewed licensee personnel.>

The licensee determined that the root cause was personnel error since the
responsible engineer posted station information management system updates for
only two components when four components were actually affected. The
inspectors reviewed Condition Report 94-1139, dated December 6,1994, which the
licensee initiated for this incident. The licensee's immediate corrcctive action was
to revise the station information management system to include the correct
setpoints for the two component setpoints that were not revised previously. The
inspectors reviewed printouts from the data base and verified that the setpoints
were correctly revised.

A

The inspectors reviewed Quality Assurance Assessment 95-001, which assessed
the station information management system setpoint data base as a result of the
violation. The assessment team found a number o! discrepancies in the setpoint
data base and concluded that a further investigation was warranted. The licensee
generated Significant Condition Report CR 95-0064, dated January 31,1995, based
on the quality assurance assersment. As part of the corrective action, the licensee.

verified the entire data base, found numerous errors, and generated 12 condition
reports to document the setpoint errors.

The inspectors determined that the licensee revised the manner in which they
updated the station information management system setpoint data. The inspectors
reviewed Procedure DEPT l-306, " Preparation and Handling of Document Revision
Notices," Revision 2, which required that setpoint changes be processed in

.

accordance with document revision notices. The inspectors reviewed
Procedure NOECP-306, " Document Revision Notices," Revision 4,-which provided
the methods for initiating, preparing, reviewing and approving c document revision

p . . notice to revise existing controlled documants. The insp ; tors determined that a
' document revision notice could only be closed after all the affected documents were4

updated. For non-critical changes (changes that would not affect control room
documents involving operational decisions), there was up to a 18-month period'

i :
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where the change would be posted against the station information management
system setpoint data base item. The inspectors concluded that the document
revision notice method would ensure that the setpoint changes would be posted
until the document was revised.

E8.07 [C.[gseID Insoection Followuo item 50-382/9426-02: Licensee's Actions to Prevent
henuro Suragsjn the Containment Sorav Pioina

Backaround

The NRC identified that there were no instructions for venting the containment spray
system after two new vent valves were added to the system. The NRC reviewed
Cnndition identification 287461, which documented a pressure surge that occurred
in Containment Spray Header A in September 1993 during post-maintenance
testing. The licensee concluded that the pressure surge was, in part, caused by air
entrained within the piping and trapped between the closed isolation valm and an
upstream check valve. The pressure measured was 469 psig in part of the systism
that had a 300 psig design pressure. The licensee stated that pressures as high as
570 psig may have occurred in the past. The licensee installed two vent valves in
areas of the system where local high points existed. However, the NRC noted that
the licensee did not provide instruction or procedure changes to provide guidance for
venting activities.

[nsoectoLEollowup

The inspectors reviewed ASME Section lit, Article NC-7000, and determined that a
relief valve was not needed for this application since there was no heat source that
would have causud the water in the piping to expand and increase the pressure.
The licensee stated that the pressure surges seen by the section of containment
spray piping occurred during quarterly testing of the containment spray pump. Air
was trapped in the high points of the piping frorn some previous maintenance
activity. When the pump was run, the air in the piping was compressed which
caused a spike in pressure.

The inspectors reviewed Procedure OP-009-001, " System Operating Procedure
Containment Spray," Revision 8, and noted that the procedure had added the
containment spray vent valves. The inspec: ors reviewed Procedure OP-009-005,
" System Operating Procedure Shutdown Cooling System," Revision 14, and
determined that the procedure had been revised to includo instructions for venting
the containment spray piping with the two new vent valves.

The inspectors reviewed Calculation EC-M95-002, " Containment Spray System
Pressurization Due to Check Valve Leakage and the System Structural Integrity,"
Revision 1. The purpose of the calculation was to evaluate the containment spray
system for structuralintegrity due to overpressurization and to assure that the
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valves installed in the header met the valve rating at 100*F, The inspectors
cetermined that the effects of overpressure met the requirements of NC-3652 of the
ASME Section ill code. The inspectors also found that the affected valves installed
in the headers met the valve ratings at 100*F.

E8.08 | Closed) Insoection Followuo item 50-382/9426-03: Licensee's Actions for
Trackina and Trendina Condition Reoorts for Generic Concerns

Dackaround

The NRC identified that the licensee did not track or trend condition reports for
generic concerns and found, in effect, that the licensee did not look for repetitive
f ailures. The licenseo stated that an audit group was being established to review all
condition reports for generic implications, and, to ensure that f ailures were
investigated for similar components in other applications.

Insoector Followun

The inspectors reviewed Procedure UNT-006-018, " Condition Report Trending,"
Revision 5, which established the requirements for trending condition reports. The
inspectors determined that each condition report not administratively closed was
assigned a four-letter problem code and keyword entered into the condition report
trending data base. For each condition report, a search was made in the condition
data base for the assigned problem code, system, component and keyword. The
licensee then evaluated this information to determine if this were a repeat or similar
problem to one previously documented in a condition report. The precedure required
a root cause analysis if an adverse trend was found. The inspectors reviewed a
condition report trend raport, dated September 9,1997, and found that the licensee
had identified 19 af erse trends and 36 degraded trends. 'For the adverse trends,
the licensee identifico a root cause and proposed corrective actions. In addition, the
inspectors reviewed the second quarter of 1997 global trend system report. The
purpose of the report was to delineatc the results of trending activities in process.
The inspectors determined that the licensee developed a program for trending
condition reports for generic u repetitive concerns.

E8.09 (Closed) Insoection Followuo item 50-382/9511-01: Licensee's Actions to Clarifv
Fire Alarm Annunciator Procedute

s

Backaround

The NRC identified that paragraph 6.4.1 of the Fire Protection
Procedure FP-001-020, " Fire Emergency / Fire Report," required the licensee to
sound the plant fire alarm upon receipt of a fire annunciator indication in the
control room. However, in actual practice, the licensee verified that a fire actually
existed prior to sounding the alarm. The NRC discussed the fire alarm annunciator

_ -__ ___ -
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response procedure with the fire protection engineer to determine if intermediata
steps between receipt of a fire alarm annunciator and the actual activation of the
plant fire alarm should be acknowledged and included in the procedure,

imgector Followuo

The inspectors reviewed Procedure FP-OO1020, " Fire Emergency / Fire Report,"
Revision 10. The inspectors found that the intamediate steps between receipt of a
fire alarm annunciator and the actual activation of the plant fire alarm were included
in the revised procedure. The revised procedure stated that upon receipt of a report
of a fire or confirmation of a fire alarm annunciation, the plant operator would sour.d
the fire alarm. The inspectors determined that the licensee's revision to
Procedure FP-OO1-020 adequately clarified when the operator would sound the fire
alarm.

E8.10 (Closed) Insoection Followuo item 50-382/9513-04: Missina Solenoid Valve Covers
on Emeraency Diesel Generator Startina Air Valves

Backaround

The NRC identified that the emergency diesel generator starting air solenoid valves
had missing or degraded exhaust port covers. Furthermore, the NRC was concerned
; hat the missingidegraded covers affected valve operability, in 1988, the licensee
implemented a vendor recommendation to install exhaust port covers on emergency
diesel generator solenoid valves. The covers were instal'ed to prevent debris from
contaminating the solenoid vnives. In addition, vendor documents included a
caution to not paint over the exhaust port covers. Design controls were not properly
implemented resulting in removal, damage, and painting of some covers. The NRC
determined that the starting solenoid air valves were part of the diesel skid and wem
not ASME components or included in the inservice test program. The NRC concern
was that the licensee had not tested the valves to confirm redundant operability of
the individual air start valves. That is, diesel testing confirmed their collective
operability, but this may have missed individual valve f ailures that could compromise
the intended redundancy of the system.

insoector Followup

Tho inspectors reviewed Work Authorizations 01447784 and 01447785, which
replaced all of the emergency diesel generator starting air solenoid valves in May
1997. Work Authorizction Task 021802 described the 18-month test method for
the starting air valves were tested every 18 months. The inspectors found that
when a single air receiver start test was performed, one bank of starting air was
isolated and the other bank tested. There were two starting air solenoid valves par
bank and both banks were tested during each outage. The inspectors reviewed
Work Authorization 01158588, dated May 4,1997, and found that the work
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authorization contained instructions for the air start tests performed during the last
outage. Upon an emergency diesel generator start, if one of the two solenoid valves
f ailed to vent, the tubing between the solenoid valve and the shuttle valve was kept
depressurized preventing its associated pressure switch contacts from closing, if
one of the normally open contacts from any one of six pressure switches did not
closo, the starting air systern malfunction alarm would annunciate. In addition, if
any one of the air start solenoid valves f ailed open during an emergency diesel
generator start test, its associated air receiver would be completely depressurized.
The licensee stated that this test was designed to confirm the rwJndant operability
of individual air start solenoid valves.

The inspectors requested a history of the numb >3r of times that the annunciator had
alarmed indicating a solenoid valve f ailure. Licensee personnel reviewed data and
determined that there had been no solenoid valve failures since 1991. The
inspectors determined that the previously-installed solenoid valves were operable
despite the degraded covers and that the unergency diesel generator starting air
valves were being adequately tested.

E8.11 1Classd) Insoection Followuo item 50-382/9520 01: Definition of a Continuous Fire
WJ11Ch

Eackoround
!

The NRC questioned whether the licensee's definition of a continuous fire watch
was consistent with that defined in the approved fire protection program. For
circumstances that required a continuous fire watch, the licensee's definition
allowed a single fire watch person to patrol more than one location at a time. This
definition would allow the fire watch to be absent from a location requiring a
continuous fire watch for up to 20 minutes.

| The NRC issued information Notice 97-48, " inadequate or inappropriate Interim Fire
Protection Compensatory Measures," which iduntified this issue as an example of a

i

problem in the conduct of fire watch duties,

inspector Epilowsp
|

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's Fire Protection Procedure FP-001-014,
" Duties of a Fire Watch," Revision 10, Change 2, '' Operational Experience

,

|
Engineering Evaluation for Information Notice 97-48, and Fire Watch Training

- Handout and Lesson Plan No. W3-LP-FWT-01.01." The inspectors also interviewed
the fire protection engineer and fire watch personnel.

|

|
,
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The inspectors noted that Revision 10 of Procedure FP-001-014 included a change
to the definition of a continuous fire watch. The revised procedure stated in
Limitation 5.2.1, ''For posting of a ' Continuous Fire Watch' the following limitations
shall apply: Each location requiring a fire watch within a specified area will be
observed continuously.'

The inspectors noted that the current revision of fire watch training materials still
contained the previous definition of a fire watch. The inspectors discussed this with
the fire protection engineer and fire watch training coordinator. They informed the
inspectors that no students had required toe fire watch certification or
roqualification training since the procedure change had taken effect and that the
training materials would be revised prior to their next use. The licensee informed
the inspecNs that all fire watch personnel had been briefed on the procedure
change when it occurred and were f amiliar wi'h the new requirements for a
continuous fire watch. The inspectors confirmed this during interviews with other
fire watch personnel.

E8.12 (C!osed) Violation 50-382/9520-02: Failure to Imolement Fire Protection Proaram
Fire Watch Procedural Reauirements

Backaround

The NRC identified a violation with several examples of a f ailure to implement fire
protection program procedures for fire watch patrols. These f ailures included
instances where required fire watch tours were not being performed and required log
entries were being f alsified,

in its response to the Notice of Violation, the licensee identified several actions
taken and that would be taken to improve the fire watch program. Condition
Report CR 96-0081 was written to evaluate the adverse trend of fire watch
discrepancies and a root-cause analysis was performed,

insoector Follows

The inspectors reviewed condition and root cause analysis reports, procedures,
training materials, fire watch logs, and quality assurance department surveillance
reports on the adequacy of fire watch patrols. Additionally, the inspectors
interviewed personnelincluding the security department superintendent (whose
organization had ownership of the fire patrol program), the fire watch coordinator,
fire watch training coordinator, fire protection engineer, and fire watch personnel.
The inspectors also accompanied fire watch personnel on a fire watch patrolin the
plant.

|
|
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The licensee implemented an electronic watch station system in the f acility, which
required that fire watch personnel key in at the individual stations to validate their
p esenca in the area. The hourly patrol date was downloaded to the computer
located in the secondary alarm station so that the shif t security supervisor would
know immediately if any locations were missad.

Severalimprovements were made in the administrative control of the addition and
deletion of impairments from the fire watch patrollogs. The inspectors reviewed
Procedure FP-001-015, " Fire Protection System Impairments," Revision 13,
Change 2, and verified that the improvements the licensee developed for the
creation of impairments were better coordinated with the security organization.
Other procedure improvements included a formalized impairment acceptance process [
and walkdown, and improvements in the development of fire watch log sheets to
address differences in nomenclature, etc., to aid the fire watch in locating the
impairment. Managernent impro" d the fire watch program by creating a fire watch
coordinator and lead fire watch positions, requiring periodic accompaniments of fire
watch personnel during tours by management personriel, and increasing the
frequency of quality assurance surveillances of the fire watch program.

Based upon review of the licensee's corrective actions and independent observations
of performance, the inspectors determined that fire watch personnel were
knowledgeable of their duties and that the fire watch program provided the
administrative controls necessary to ensure that required compensatory measures
were implemented for fire barrier impairments.

E8.13 (Closed) Insoection Followuo item 50-382/9603-06: Review of Setooint Chanae
Proaram for the Condensate Storage Pool

Background

The NRC identified that vortexing had not been included as part of the original
design basis for the condensate storage poollevel. The design basis and technical
specification assumed that at least 170,000 gallons were available to the essential
feedwater system from the condensate storage pool prior to shifting to one of the
wet cooling tower basins. The NRC noted that the technical specification limiting
condition for operction required greater than or equal to an 82 percent level in the
condensate storage pool, which equaled approximately 172,700 gallons. The
licensee administratively raised the minimum level for the condensate storage pool
to greater than 91 percent to account for vortexing. The NRC reviewed the operator
logs and noted that the surveiliance log had been modified to verify the condensate
storage poollevel was greater that 91 percent. However, the licensee had not reset
the low level alarm setpoint and had not submitted a technical specification
amendment request.

I
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Insoector Followuo

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's Technical Specification Change
Request NPF-38179 transmitted to the NRC in Letter W3F196-0045, dated
July 17,1996. The inspectors noted that the licensee revised Technical
Specification Limiting Condition for Operation 3.7.1.3 for the condensate storage
pool. The revised limiting condition for operation required a condensate storage pool
level of at least 91 percent indicated level or 170,000 gallons of usable volume.
The inspectors noted that the licensee also revised the technical specification bases
to specify a 91 percent indicated level in the condensate storage pool to account for
both vortexing phenomena and instrument uncertainties.

The inspectoro reviewed Setpoint Change Package 96-003 0, " Condensate Storage
Pool Level: EFWILAC9013A1, A2, and B," dated June 12,1996. The inspectors
noted that the condensate storage poollow level setpoint was revised to an
indicated level of 93.25 percent. The inspectors also reviewed Work Authorization
Changes 1149557 and 1149566 and found that the condensate storage poollow
level alarms for the Outlet Header A and B levelindicators were reset.

E8.14 (Closed) Licensee Event Reoort 50-382/95-006: Failure to Provide Backoo
'

Overcurrent Protection Due to Personnel Error

Backorgund

During a review of the technical requirements manualin 1995, the licensee
identified two containment electrical penetraticas thst did not have backup
overcurrent protection. Specifically, the A and B containment hydrogen analyzers,
which used Electrical Penetrations 141 and 142, respectively, did not have backup
overcurrent protection. This condition had existed since a modification was
implemented in April 1988 to install a new hydrogen analyzer system. Containment
penetration primary and backup overcurrent protective devices were required by
Technical Specification 3.8.4.1.

The licensee also identified that af ter the modification was installed, requirements
for inspection and testing of the primary overcurrent devices were not implemented.
Technical Specification 4.8.4.1.b required that overcurrent protective devices be
subjected to inspection and preventive maintenance at least once per 60 months.
The breakers for the containment hydrogen analyzer circuitry had not been tested
within 60 months of an initial test in April 1988.

The licensee initiated Condition Reports 95-1282 and 95-1325 and conducted root-
cause analysis reviews for f ailure to have backup overcurrent protection and f ailure
to include primary overcurrent protection in the surveillance program. The root
causes identified for each item included deficiencies in the design change process.

;

|
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These included an inadequate technical review of the proposed design change and
inadequate implementation of post installation surveillance testing requirements.

Immediate corrective actions in response to this event were taken. These included
installation of backup overcurrent protection devices (fuses) in the affected circuits
and testing the primary breakers to demonstrate their operability. Other corrective
actions included implementation of improvements l' the design change and

'

10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation processes.

Insoector Followuo

The inspectors interviewed personnel, reviewed the condition and root-cause
- analysis reports listed above, and reviewed action item closecut documentation for
other action items identified in the licensee event report. Other supporting
documentation reviewed included: Site Procedure W1.302, "10 CFR 50.59 Safety
Evaluation Guidelines," Revision 0; Site Procedure W2.302, "10 CFR 50.59 Safety
ar.J EnvironmentalImpact Evaluations," Revision 3; Site Procedure W4.102, " Design
Changes," Revision 4; Administrative Procedure UNT-0070028, " Design Changes,"
Revision 3; and Design Engineering Procedure NOECP-303, " Design Change'

Packages," Revision 7.

From review of the above documentation, the inspectors determined that the design
change process was revised to require appropriate reviews to determine if the
planned change affects the operating license (including the technical specifications),
as was the case in the subject event. Once so identified, the safety evaluation,

process appeart.J adequate to evaluate the acceptability of the proposed change.
Additior.r.ily, the revised change process ensured that required surveillance tests for
the affected equipment were incorpora:ed into the surveillance testing program.

The inspectors reviewed the significance of the as-found condition. The affected
circuitry was low voltage and provided power to the hydrogen analyzer solenoid-
operated sample valves. The as found operability of the circuit breakers was.

verified by performing a surveillance test when the condition was identified.
Therefore, had a f ault occurred, the integrity of the containment penetration would
have been protected by the breaker. In Condition Report 95-1282, the licensee
documented that by engineering judgment, the containment penetrations would
have not been impaired given a worst-case fault of the circuit and a f ailure of the
primary protective device. Given the !ow voltage and limited operating time of the
affected circuitry, the inspectors considered this conclusion plausible. However, ini

the condition report, the licensee stated that a detailed engineering analysis would
,

be performed to support this engineering judgement. The inspectors asked to
review the analysis and were informed that the analysis had been performed, but

,

had not been documented or the documentation could not be found. The licensee
Lpersonnelinformed the inspecto s that an engineer would be assigned to reperform'

the analysis. The licensee informed the inspectors that this item had not been
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identified as ar. action item for tracking and documenting its completion. The
inspectors considered the f ailure tc document the completion of this item, as
identified in the reviewed and approved corrective action document, a weakness in
corrective action program implementation. However, based on the low voltage of
the circuit and the associated low probability of heat damage to the penetration, the
inspectors determined that the f ailure to document 'he engineering judgement was y

'

not a condition adverse to quality.

Technical Specification 3.8.4.1 required, in part, that primary and backup
containment penetration conductor overcurrent protective devices associated with
each containment electrical penetration circuit be operable in Modes 1, 2,3, and 4.
Containment electrical penetrations associated with Hydrogen Analyzers A and B did
not have operable backup omeurrent protection from approximately April 1988
until December 8,1995. Additionally, Technical Specification 4.8.4.1.b required, in
part, that overcurrent protective devices be subjected to inspection and preventive
maintenance at least once per 60 months. The primary overcurrent protective
devices for Hydrogen Analyzers A and B did not have the required testing performed
at least once per 60 months. These licensee-identified and corrected items are
considsred a violation of minor significance, consistent with Section Vll.B.1 of the
NRC Enforcement Policy and, therefore, is being treated as a noncited violation
(50-382/97021-01).

An additional part of the licensee's investigation of this event included a review of
all other containment electrical penetrations to ensure that they had inco porated the
overcurrent protection requirements. During this review, no other containment
electrical penetrations without proper overcurrent protection were identified.
However, the licensee identified seven inconsistencies in its Technical Requirernents
Manual, Table 3.8-1, " Containment Penetration Conductor Overcurrent Protectis e
Devices." These were documented in an April 8,1996, internal memorandum in the
electrical engineering design organization. The memorandum identified that char.ges
correcting the seven inconsistencies would be forwarded to the electrical
maintenance organization (responsible for maintaining this section of the manual) for
incorporation.

The inspectors reviewed the current revision of the technical requirements
manual and identified that only two of the identified discrepancies and been
changed although there had been ten revisions of the technical requirements
manual since the inconsistencies were identified. The inspectors considered all of
the identified discrepancies as clearly editorial /typograph; cal in nature except one.
The Table 3.8-1 entry for control element drive mechanism cooling units vibration
switches indicated the primary device was a fuse, and also indicated no breaker

!
. _ _ . 1
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next to the entry. No surveillance requirements were identified for this device.
However, there also was a note associated with this table entry that stated,
"Two 'used breakers, one each, + and poles." In addition, the April 8,1996,
memarandum identified that the primary protective device for this circuit was Circuit ,

Breake.r CC EBKR AB-24 and the backup protective device was a fuse, a position
contrary to that in Table 3.8-1.

The system con igurat on cons sted of four vibration switches fed from de Panel 24f i i

via a single penetration with a single fused breaker for the overcurrent protection
devices. The inspectors asked the licensee why the note in the technical
requirements manualindicated "two fused breakers." The licensee stated that this
was apparently an error. Also, the inspectors asked the licensee why the
surveillance test requirements were identified as "NA" (not applicable) for this
component. The licensee stated that testing of this breaker was proceduralized in
accordance with a maintenance work instruction. The inspectors requested
confirmation that this component was included in the surveillance testing program
required by Technical Specifications 4.8.4.1.a.2 (which required selecting and
functionally testing a representative sample of at least 10 percent of esch type of
c7cuit breaker) and 4.8.4.1.b (which required subjecting the circuit breaker to an
inspection and preventive maintenance at least once per 60 months).

The licensee provided the inspectors with additional information regarding technical
specification ccmpliance. The subject circuit was a 125 volt de control circuit. The
overcurrent protection, as discussed in Updated Final Safety Analysis R=, port,
Section 8.3.1.1.4.g, required double pole fuses or circuit breakers with backup
fuses. The licensee informed the inspectors that the subject circuit contained a
three pole m alded case circuit breaker, using two poles with a fuse in series with
each pole. Due to the high short circuit current (approximately 30000 amperes) in
this application, a large fault current limiter (fuse' was required in addition to the
normal overload and short circuit fault protectinn provided by the thermal magnetic
portion of the breaker. Therefore, each fuse was both a primary and a backup
overcurrent device (double pole fuse arrangement) as allowed by Updated Final
Safety Analysis Report, Section 8.3.1.1.4.g. Additionally, since the breaker was riot
relied upon as a technical specification-required overcurrent protective device, the
surveillance requirements of Technical Specification 4.8.4.1.b did not apply. The
inspectors agreed with this conclusion but informed the licensee that the above
discussion was inconsistent with the conclusion identified in the April 8,1996,
memorandum, which identified the breaker as the primary protective device. The
licensee agreed that their original conclusion was incorrect. The inspectors
concluded from a review of this issue that there were weaknesses in the licensee's
understanding of the design bases of containment penetration overcurrent protective
devices and their surveillance testing requirements.

The inspectors asked the licensee why the technical requirements manual had not
been updated to reflect the changes identified in the April 8,1996, memorandum

_ _
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and were inforrned that the two items changed hed resulted from an unrelated ,

review of the manual by another department. The items identified in the
'

memorandum were not submitted into the technical requirements manual change
process due to personnel error. Therefore, no safety evaluations or change
packages had been developed for these items.

,

The technical requirements manual was a controlled document that contained
information relocated from the technical specifications in accordance with NRC
policy. It was administratively controlled as described in Site Procedure W4.503, !

" Changes to the Technical Specifications, Technical Requirements Manual, or Core
Operating Limits Reports," Revision 4.0 Procedure W4.503 required that desired

,' changes to the technical requirements manual be evaluated under the 10 CFR 50.59
process in accordance with Procedure W2.302, "10 CFR 50.59 Safety and
Environmentalimpact Screenings," and reviewed by the plant operating review
committee. Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, Appendix B,
Criterion V, required, in part, that activities affecting quality shall be prescribed
by documented procedures and shall be accomplished in accordance with these
procedures. The failure to update the technical requirements manualin
accordance with Procedure W4.503 was identified as one example of a violation
of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V (50 382/9721-02).

<

Conclusions

A noncited violation was identified for failure to provide backup overcurrent
protection for containment electrical penetrations associated with Hydrogen
Analyzers A and B and for failure to properly test the primary overcurrent protection
devices installed on the same penetrations.

,

A violation was identified for f ailure to perform an update of the technical
requirements manualin accordance with site procedures after identifying a number
of inconsistencies within this document.

E8.15-(Closed) Insoection Followuo item 50-382/96202 10: Adeouaev of Valve Fastener
Installation

Backoround

This item involved incorrect f asteners installed on safety related valves. The valves
contained low strength rather than high strength stainless steel bolts as required by
the drawings. The f asteners in question were located between the valve bracket
and the valve operator connections. The inspectors were concerned that the low
strength bolts may have been overtorqued if torqued to the specified high strength
bolt torque. The inspectors were also concerned that the licensee had not qualified
the incorrect bolts for the safety-grade application in which they were installed.-

a
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Insoector Followup

The licensee initiated Condition Report 96-1528 to investigate this concern. The
licensee eventually field examined f asteners on all safety-related motor-operated
valves, all but 40 of 213 safety-related air-operated valves, the emergency diesel
generators, motor terminal box fasteners, electrical mounting hardware, and
mechanical supports and mounting hardware. Although a number of aeficiencies
were identified, none were considered to affect the operability of the associated
equipment. Based on this finding, the licensee determined that the fastener
discrepancies were not safety significant. Corrective actions included a briefing
followed by formal training of mechanical maintenance personnel concerning proper
handling of f asteners, the replacement of non-carbon steel f asteners found in critical
applications on motor-operated valves with Grade 5 carbon steel fasteners, the
replacement of all safety related motor-operated valve f asteners with the
vendor specified f asteners, and various procedure changes.

The fastener discrepancies fell into three categories: missing lock washers, missing
fasteners (bolts, studs, nuts), and fastener material differences (stainless, brass).
For each category, the licensee developed root causes and formulated corresponding
corrective actions. The inspectors reviewed this material and considered the root
causes and corrective action plans to be satisfactory.

The licensee determined that a large percentage of the fastener discrepancies were
associated with equipment received from the vendor or from original construction,
rather than with errors made by licensee personnel.

Subsequent to this finding, the licensee conducted a training session for all
mechanical maintenance personnel concerning the proper use of f asteners. The
inspectors reviewed Lesson Plan W-3-LP-GMAD-0007, Revision 0, and felt that it
adequately covered the subject matter pertinent to this finding. The inspectors
reviewed the list of attendees and examination scores for this training, which was
conducted in March and April of M97.

The inspectors concluded that the licensee had comprehensively addressed the
f astener problems and had taken actions to prevent a recurrence of the problem.

E8.16 (Closed) Violation 50-382/9710-01: Four Examoles of a 10 CFR Part 50.
Anoendix B. Criterion Ill. Desian Control Violation

&ckground
i

The NRC identified four examples of a 10 CFR Part 50, Apperidix B, Criterion Ill,
design control violation. The four examples were as follows:
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1 ', Trie licensee failed to translate the vendor design requFements for cold
weather operation of the wet cooling tower into System Operating-
Procedure OP-OO8-01, " Auxiliary Component Cooling Water," Revision 10.
The NRC noted that the vendor technical manual required that the wet
cooling tower not be operated without at least 30 percent heat load when
the inlet wet bulb temperature was below 35 degrees F. The licensee
determined that the wet cooling tower fans would not automatically start on
high temperature without at least a 30 percent heat load. However,.
procedures did not include adequate instructions to limit manual operation -
during cold weather. The NRC noted that the licensee installed caution cards
on the system controls to include appropriate cold weather controls.

2. The licensee failed to translate the design requirements for seismic
qualification into Maintenance Procedure MM-008-01, "(Inside) Maintenance
Access Hatch and (Outside) Maintenance Access Hatch Shield Door Opening,
inspection and Closing," Revision 5, which was the installation instruction for

' the reactor shield building door. This procedure did not include instructions
that would assure that the reactor shield building door would be installed in a
seismically qualified configuration. The licensee determined that the reactor
building shield door was not installed according to the design drawing. The
design drawing required the installation of four 1 1/4 inch bolts to hold the
door in place. These bolts were credited as seismic restraints. Only one of
four bolts was installed; however, the licensee was able to show that the as-
found configuration was operable.

3. The licensee f ailed to establish adequate measures for the identification and
control of design interf aces and for coordination among participating design
organizations. Specifically, the licensee f ailed to provide adequate
coordination between the mechanical and the electrical design organizations
on three occasions:

a. The emergency diesel generatcr load calculation and the associated
Final Safety Analysis Report Table were not updated when Licensing
Document Change Request 96-0161 added the manual start of a fuel
pool cooling pump 12 hours after a loss-of-offsite power with a safety
injection actuation signal to procedures.

b. The emergency diesel generator load calculation and the associated
Final Safety Analysis Report Table were not updated when Mechanical
Calculation MN(Q) 9 9, " Wet Cooling Tower During a LOCA,"
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Revision 3, Change 1, paragraph 5.2, changed the cperating time of
the wet cooling tower fans. The calculation showed tnat half of the
fans operated for 5 days, and the other half operated for 27 hours.
The Final Safety Analysis Report and the diesel generator load
calculation showed all of +.he wet cooling tower f ans operating only
25 hours.

c. The emergency diesel generator load calculation and the associated
Final Safety Analysis Report Table were not updated when licensing
Document Change Request 96-0161 changed the length of time that
the auxiliary component cooling water system was required to be in
service fo"owing a large break loss-of-coolant accident. The licensing
document change request changed the Final Safety Analysis Report to
bdicate that the auxiliary component water system was not required
after 5 days rather than the previous 7 day requirement. The diesel
generator load calculation showed auxiliary component cooling water
system was required for 7 days.

4. The licensee had not assured that the requirements of General Design
Criterion 34 were correctly translated into specifications for the emergency
feedwater system, which was credited as a residual heat removal system.
Specifically, Calculation EC-M96-OO4, '' Design Basis Reconstitution for EFW
Flow Rate," Revision A, had not been analyzed for offsite electric power
system operation (assuming onsite power was not available). The licensee
did not fully evaluate the feedwater line break accident assuming offsite
power was available,

insoector Followup

The inspectors reviewed the licem;ee's respcnse to the violation documented in
Letter W3F1-97-0178, dated August 14,1997. The licensee stated that the
root cause of Example 1 was inadequate procedures and instructions. The
inspectors reviewed Procedure OP-002-OO1, " System Operating Procedure
Auxiliary Component Cooling water," and determined that the procedure was
revised to include a precaution for the wet cooling tower fans. The caution
stated that the wet cooling tower fans should not be operated in manual with
outside ambient air bulb air temperature less than or equal to 40*F unless auxiliary
cooling water flow through the tower was isolated. The inspectors also reviewed
Procedure OP-903-001, " Surveillance Procedure Technical Specification Surveillance
Logs," Revision 19. The inspectors determined that this revision instructed the
control room staff not to run the wet cooling tower f ans in manual with outside air
temperature less than 40*F. The licensee stated that since the wet cooling tower
f ans started when the basin water temperature was greater than 84*F, operation of
the fans in automatic would ensure the 30 percent heat load requirement was met.
The inspectors determined that the licensee's corrective actions were adequate.
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In the licensee's response letter, the licensee stated that the root cause of
Example 2 was inadequate procedures and instructions. The instructions for
placement and removal of the holddown bolts were never incorporated into the
maintenance procedure although required by design drawings and specifications.
The inspectors reviewed Procedure MM-008-001, " Maintenance Procedure (Inside)
Maintenance Access Hatch and (Outside) Maintenance Access Hatch Shield Door
Opening, inspection and Closing," Revision 6. The inspectors determined that the
procedure was revised to include instructions that assured that opening, closing, and
securing the maintenance hatch shield door addressed seismic concerns. The
inspectors determined that the licensee's corrective actions were adequate.

In the response letter, the licensee stated that the root cause for Example 3
was inadequate procedures and instructions. The licensee stated that
Procedure NOECP-011, " Performance of Calculations, " did not require engineering
personnel making calculation revisions to research alllicensing basis documents that
might be affected by the change. The inspectors reviewed Calculation EC-E90-006,
" Emergency Diesel Generator Loading and Fuel Oil Consumption," Revision 2,
Change 12. The inspectors determ;aed that the licensee had revised the calculation
to include the loading correctinns noted in Example 3 of this violstion. The
inspectors reviewed Engineering Procedure NOECP-011, " Performance of
Calculations," Revision 3. The inspectors determined that the procedure was
revised to require the calculation preparer to consider the effects of the calculation
on design and licensing basis documents. In the response letter, the licensee stated
that the FSAR Table 8.31, " Emergency Diesel Generator A Loading Sequence,"
would be revised by November 30,1997. The inspectors determined that the
licensee's corrective actions were adequate.

The inspectors noted that the root cause of Example 4 of the violation was
the failure to consider four reactor coolant pumps running when calculating
the minimum acc.:ptable feedwater flow rates. The inspectors reviewed
Procedure NOECP-011, " Engineering Calculations," Revision 4. The inspectors
determir;ed that the revised procedure contained guidance on the required review for
vendor calculations. The procedure required that the design inputs and assumptions
were reviewed. The inspectors reviewed Calculation EC-S97-016, "WSES 3
Analysis of 575 gpm EFW Flow for FWLB and LOCA Events with the inclusion of
RCP Heat," Revision O. The purpose of the calculation was to analyze FSAR
Chapter 15 heatup events by including the reactor coolant pump in determining the
impact of emergency feedwater flow on reactor coolant system pressure, pressurizer
fill, operator action, and long term cooling. The inspectors determined that the
calculation deterinined that 575 gpm of emergency feedwater flow was sufficient to
keep the reactor coolant system pressure below the acceptance criteria with
adequate time for operator action. The inspectors determined that the licensee's
corrective actions were adequate.

. _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ . -
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The inspecto . determined that the licensee's corrective actions for the four
examples of the violation were adequate to preclude recurrence.

E8.17 (Closed) Violation 50-382/9710 32: Failure to Provide.an Adecuate Desian Basis in
Their Safety Evaluation that a Chance in Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Marain Did Not
lDYDLYLan Unreviewed S.gfetv Question

Backaround

The NRC noted that Licensing Document Change Request 93 0091 included a Final
Safe *y Analysis Report change that deleted a commitment to ANSI N1951976 with
respect to sizing of the fuel oil storagi tank. The NRC noted that the licensee's
10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation stated that the change did not affect the design as
specified in technical specification bases. However, the bases section stated that
the minimum required volume of emergency diesel generator fuel was based on
conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.137, Oc'.ober 1979, that endorsed the ANSI
standard. Implementation of Licensing Document Change Request 93-0091 resulted
in a 10 perceat reduction in the required fuel oil storage capacity as specified in the
technical specification bases. The NRC considered this deletion to be a 10 percent
reduction in the required fuel storage capacity.

The NRC noted that Licensing Document Change Request 93-0091 was approved
on December 10,1994. On January 28,1993, the licensee had submitted the

a request for Technical Specihcation, Amendment 92, which clarified that the limiting
condition for operation for diesel generator storage requirements was based on load
dependent calculations in conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.137, October 1979.
However, Technical Specification, Amendment 92, was not issued until March 16,
1994, af ter the safety evaluation was approved.

In the safety evaluation for Licensing Document Chango Request 93 0091, the
licensee determined that the proposed changes did not increase the probability of
occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated
in the safety cnalysis report. The NRC noted that the licensee did not address the
reduction in required fuel oil storage margin and the associated iricrease in
probability that the emergency diesel generator would run out of fuel before 7 days
because of uncertainties associated with the time dependent load calculation. The
NRC determined that the licensee's 10 CFR 50.59 written safety evaluation did not
provide an adequate basis that the change did not involve an unreviewed safety
question.,

insoec'or Followup

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's response Letter W3F1-97 0178, dated
August 14,1997, and noted that the licensee stated that compensatory measures
had been established to insure that the emergency diesel generators would have

. _ . .
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sufficient fuel oil for the diesels to run for seven days and that an additional
10 percent margin was available. The letter stated that these compensatory
measures would be implemented until a permanent plan was put in place to resolve
the fuel oil storage volume, fuel oil quality requirements, and the deviation from
ANSI N195. The inspectors reviewed Procedure EP-002100, " Emergency Plan
Implementing Procedure Technical Support Center Activation, Or..ation and
Deactivation,* Revision 25. The inspectors deterrnined that this procedure
contained the licensee's compensatory measures for insuring sufficient fuel oil for
the emergency diesel generators. The plan included ordering emergency fuel from
offsite vendors, replenishing the emergency diesel generator fuel oil storage tanks
from the auxiliary boiler fuel oil storage tank, cross connecting the emergency diesel
gv.erator fuel oil storage tanks, and/c je-energizing nonessentialloads. The
measures also required that the needs. equipment was available onsite to f acilitate
the transfer of fuel oil between onsite sources.

The inspectors noted that there was a requirement for a minimum level of fuel oilin
the auxiliary boiler fuel oil tank and chemistry requirements for the fuel oil. The
inspectors reviewed the Technical Requirements Manual, Section 3/4.8.1, and noted
that the licensee added this section to be sure that the auxiliary boiler fuel oil
storage tank would have level maintained at greater than or equal to 22 percent of
full tank level. The inspectors noted that surveillance requirements included
verifying the levelin the auxiliary fuel oil tank at least once per 31 days, verifying
that all required equipment was available for the transfer of fuel oil between the
auxiliary boiler tank and the diesel fuct oil storage tanks, and verifying the chemistry
of the fuel oilin the auxiliary boiler fuel oil storage tank was the same as the
emergency diesel generator fuel oil storage tank.

The inspec: ors reviewed Procedure CE-001-004, " Periodic Analysis Scheduling
Program," Ravision 11, and uetermined that the procedure was revised to require
the same requirements for periodic tests of the fuel oilin the auxiliary boiler tanks as
in the emergency diesel generator fuel oil storage tanks. Procedure CE-003-700,
'' General Grab Sampling Techniques," Revision 10, was also revised to add a
method for sampling the auxilidry boiler diesel fuel oil storage tank. The inspectors
reviewed Work Authorization Task 022210, which insureo that the emergency
diesel generator fuel oil transfer contingency plan minimum inventory equipment
requirements were met. The inspectors determined that the compensatory
measures were adequate until a long-term solution was completed.

For long term corrective actions, the licensee stated that they would resolve the fuel
oil storage issues and would implement the solution prior to Operating Cycle 10
operation.

Although the long term actions were not completed, the inspectors determined that
the licensee's compensatory corrective actions were adequate and would remain in

<
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place until the long term actions are completed. Therefore, the safety concern was
resolved and this issue was considered closed.

E8.18 { Closed) Violation 50 382/9710-04! Two Examoles of Not Adeaustelv Imolementina '

Igejinical Soecification Surveillance Beguirements

Darkaround
.

'The NRC identified two examples of a violation where the licensee did not
adequately implement technical specification surveillance requirements, Specifically:

1. The licensee did not verify that the pressurizer heater group circuit breakers
opened as required and load shed during the simulated loss of offsite power
test or the loss of-offsite power in conjunction with the safety injection
actuation signal test.

2. The licensee did not verify the following loads were shed from their bus and
restarted on their corresponding load sequencer block: the Shutdown Heat
Exchanger A and B room coolers, the Component Cooling Water Heat
Exchanger A and D toom coolers, Control Room Heater ECH 34, and
Switchgear Room Heater ECH 36.

Technical Specification 4.8.1.1.2.e, * Electrical Power Systems Surveillance
Requirements," required that each diesel generator be demonstrated operable at
least once per 18 months during shutdown by simulating a loss of offsite power
both with and without a safety injection actuation signal verifying load shedding
from the emergency busses, and verifying that the diesel generator reenergized the
necessary shedded loads through the load sequencer.

lDEDentor FolloWuD

in the response to this violation and to Generic Letter 96 01, the licensee performed
a comparison of electrical schematics against plant surveillance test procedures to
ensure that logic circuitry, interlocks, bypasses, and inhibit circuits were adequately
covered in surveillance tests and technical specifications. The licensee identified
nine surveillance procedures there were deficient in their test methods. In the

,

response to the violation, the licensee stated that special test procedures were
performed during Refueling Outage 8 to test the components. The licensee also
stated that the revisions to the applicable procedures were in progress and would be
completed by October 30,1997. The inspectors reviewed seven work
authonzations and special test procedures and verified that allintended special tests
were performed during Refueling Outage 8.

_ - _ - - - __. _ _ - __ _ _ __ _ . , _ _
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The inspectors reviewed Procedures OP 903116, " Train B Integrated Emergency
Diesel Generator / Engineering Safety Features Test," Revision 5: OP 903115,
" Train A Integrated Emergency Diesel Generator / Engineering Safety Features

,

Test," Revision 4; and OP 903 028, " Pressurizer Heater Emergency Power >

Supply Functional Test," Revision 4. The inspectors determined that
Procedure OP 903 028 was revised to ensure the pressurizer heater group

,

circuit breakers opened as required and the heaters load shed during the simulated |
loss of onsite power in conjunction with the safety injection actuation signal test.
During the review of Procedures OP-903115 and OP 903116, the inspectors
determined that the procedures were revised to verify proper operation of the loads
identified in example two of the violation. The licenseu stated that these loads had
been successfully tested during Refueling Outage 8.

The inspectors determined that the licensee's corrective actions were adequate for
the resolution of this violation.

E8.19 IQnenLWinlign 50 38219710 06: Two Examoles of Failina to Identifv and Correct
Significant Conditions Adverse to Quality

Dackground

The NRC identified two exarr.ples of a 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI,
corrective action violation, as follows:

,

1. The licensee did not correct the deficient design basis for tornado protection
of the ultimate heat sink and, as a result, did not identify and correct
unprotected electrical conduit and cables.

2. The licensee did not promptly identify and correct nozzle ring setting
deficiencies on Crosby relief valves, similar to those descrled M k. formation
Notice 96-24, " Nozzle Ring Settings on Low Pressure Water Relief Valves."

laspfctor Folloyyyp

To resolve Ex. ample 1 of the violation, the licensee alocated the safety-related cable
necessary to safety shut down the plant af ter a tornado, to a location where it was
missile protected. However, the licensee did not relocate other safety related cable.
The licensee stated that the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation and relevant calculation could
not be located. Therefore, the inspectors were unable to close Example 1 of the
violation pending the licensee locating or regenerating the evaluation.

M

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's response to the violation documented in
Letter W3F 197 0178, dated August 14,1997. The licensee concluded that tne
root cause for Example 2 of the violation was inadequate procedures based on an
industry wide generallack of knowledge regarding Crosby relief valves. The

,
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inspectois reviewed Maintenance Procedure MM 007-001, " Safety and Relief Valve
Bench Testing," Revision 6. The inspectors found that the procedure was revised to
give specific instructions for the verious types of relief valves to determine proper
blowdown se* tings. The inspectors noted that the licensee provided sketches of the !

various v4.es in the procedure to aid maintenance persannel in setting the rings.
The inspectors reviewed Crosby's Technical Manual 11195, Revision 3, which was
used by site personnel when performing maintenance, and determined that this
document provided instructions on how to properly adjust the blowdown rings
following valve rework. In addition, the inspectors reviewed Administrative
Procedure UNT-005 015, " Work Authorization Preparation and implementation,"

'

Revision 5, and determined that the procedure was revised to require the safety and
relief valve engineer to review work authorizations when work was to be performed

'

on components ir the safety and relief valve program. The licensee inspected and
adjusted all Crosby relief valves having ring positions that were in question. The
inspectors determined that the licensee's corructive actions for Example 2 of the
violation were adequate to preclude recurrence.

C8.20 IQpen) Violation 50-382/9714-01: Failure to Uodata_ Safety Analysis Reppt

Backaround

This item involved a failure to perform a timely update of the Final Safety Analysis
Report in May 1996. This update included three discrepancies: (1) an error in
Updated Final Saf sty Analysis Report, Table 9.21, showing component cooling

3

water pump motor capacity as 3000 instead of 300 horsepower, (2) an error in
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, page 8.12 that indicated an incorrect number
of circuit breakers connecting the swing AB bus to the A or B bus, and (3) an error
in Technical Specification Basis, Section 3/4.7.1.2, which incorrectly stated that the
electric-driven emergency feedwater pump was capable of delivering 350 gpm at
1163 psig at the steam generators instead of at the discharge of the pump. The
NRC did not require a response to the violation based on corrective actions
developed during the inspection.

Inspector Followun

The inspectors discussed with the licensee the corrective actions applied to the
three noted examples and also, from a generic perspective, the actions taken to ,

correct and prevent the reappearance of other similar disparities within the Updated
Final Safety AnMisis Report, or technical specifications. The inspectors verified that
the three noted et -s were corrected. The licensee assembled a root cause analysis
team to investigat' Jpdated Final Safety Analysis Report, inaccuracies. In this
investigation, dor nented within Condition Report 96-0619, the root-cause analysis

- _ - - . . ... --. . - ,
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team found 27 condition reports involving Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
discrepancies, which were then reviewed to determine how they occurred. The ,

root cause analysis team identified four major causes of the problems, including |
Iprocedure compliance, adrninistrative controls, training and qualification, and

management oversight, |

To address each root cause, the root cause ana_ lysis team formulated a detailed
1 corrective action plan that included numerous procedural revisions and training | i

sessions. The inspectors reviewed the correction action plan and noted that it
'

appeared to address the root cause areas comprehensively. Deadlines for !

completion of each item were in place, most of which were before June 1997
'

though some long term iterns had completion dates as late as November 1999,

The inspectors concluded that the licensee had satisfactorily addressed the issue of ;
;Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, discrepancies as it pertained to this violation.
r

The violation also addressed an stror in the technical specifications and the
inspectors inquired as to whether a genenc review of the technical specifications
had been performed. The licensee stated that in its response to NRC Inspection ,

Report 50 382/9710, dated August 14,1997, a plan to address the accuracy of i
'

the technical specification bases was presented. in this letter, the licensee stated
iits intent to " perform a full conversion to the new Combustion Engineering Standard

Technical Specification (CE STS, NUREG 1432)." This improvement was to involve- ,

a reconstitution of the technical specification design and licensing bases. The letter
also stated an intent to perform a review of applicable technical specification
procedures and make necessary enhancements to ensure the elements of a technical
specification basis control program and a technical specification safety function
determination program as specified in the Combustion Engineering standard ;

technical specifications are clearly documented. Within the licensee's commitment
tracking system, these actions were scheduled to be completed by June 30,1998.
This item will remain open pending completion of these actions by the licensee.

E8.21 (Closedi Liccang_ Event Reoort 50 382/97 02: Common Mode Failure of Shutdown1

Coolina
4

BEkSmund r

'

On December 20,1996, the licensee declared the shutdown cooling heat exchanger
inlet and outlet valves (SI 1258 and SI 4128) inoperable because of nitrogen voiding
in the piping that could cause pressure locking in the valves. On December 22, .,

|
1996, the licensee declared these valves operable af ter installing bonnet pressure |

|| relief devices. On January 27,1997, the licensee discovered nitrogen voiding of the i

| corresponding "A" train and declared Valves SI 125A and SI-412A inoperable.-

.
Consequently, the licensee de: ermined that a common mode f ailure of both trains of |

~

shutdown cooling may have existed prior to the December 1996 event. However,

i
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'
engineering was unable to conclude that pressure locking of these valves would
have occurred with the nitrogen bubble present. _The licensee installed pressure
relief devices on the bonnets of Valves Sl 125A and SI 412A on January 30,1997,
and subsequently declared these valves operable. The licensee determined that the |

source of the nitrogen was leakage from the nitrogen blanketed safety injection _|

tanks. The nitrogen was able to come out of solution because of the lower pressure
in the shutdown cooling system.

:

The licensee performed the following additional corrective actions: ;

System engineering initiated a monitoring program to determine the extent of*

nitrogen intrusion into the system. [
;

Operations were tasked with maintaining the refueling water storage pool 5*

above 93 percent, to be consistent with engineering analysis assumptions,
t

The licensee committed to perform a review of its response to Generic !*

Letter 95-07, "Fressure Locking and Thermal Binding of Safety Related
Power Operated Gate Valves," to ensure that the conclusions and
calculations contained therein remained valid. '

Vent lines were installed at the high points on the containment penetrations'

where nitrogen intrusion was occurring.

Insoector Followuo

The inspectors reviewed work order documents used to install the high point vents
and observed that the refueling water storage poollevel was being maintained above
93 percent by means of the nuclear plant operator turnover sheet and checklist. In
discussions with the licensee, the inspectors learned that on a monthly basis the
extent of nitrogen intrusion is checked using ultrasonics and, if any evidence of
nitrogen is found, the newly-installed vent lines are opened to return the system to a
water solid condition. To date, these inspections have generally found no nitrogen,
However, on September 30,1997, the licensee found one line that contained c

- small amount of nitrogen. This line was vented and placed on a weekly surveillance
frequency. On October 6,1997, during the next surveillance, this line was found to
be water solid (no nitrogen). The licensee stated that the presence of any nitrogen
in the line is considered to be a basis for declaring the train inoperable. The

*

inspectors considered the current ultrasonic testing and subsequent venting on a
monthly (or more frequent, if necessary) basis to be an excellent means of
precluding recurrence of this problem.

As discussed above, the licensee performed a review of its response to Generic
letter 95-07 to determine if the response was affected by the conditions described *

-in this event. The only other priority valves (other than the subject valves of the
i

i

|
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licensee Cent report) that were considered susceptible to pressure locking in the
Generic Letter 95-07 response were SI 331 A(B) and SI 332A(BL safety injection
tank isolation valves. The licensee determined that none of these valves were
subject to nitrogen gas intrusion and that, in addition, no other safety related power-
operated gate valves in the plant were subject to this phenomenon.

'

The inspectors determined that the licensee had adequately addressed the issues
associated with this event.

E8.22 IClosedi Licensee Event Reoort 50 382/97 11. Revis'on 0 and Ravision 1:
Containment Smav Water Riser Level Less Than Reouired Due to Instrument
Uncer1ainty

Background

The licensee discover.d that the water levelin the containment spray risers could
have been less than that required by technical specifications. Because of a failure to
consider the effects of the controlled ventilation system on the indicated level and
instrument uncertainties, the licensee was maintaining the containment spray risers
at or above a level that was potentially 7.43 feet below the minimum level assumed
in the accident analysis. The licensee reperformed this analynis and determined that
the peak containment pressure woulu still have remained less than the design value
of 44 psig by a margin of 0.43 psig. As immediate action, the licensee raised
indicated levelin both trains of containment spray to above the level adjusted for
uncertainties. The licensee initiated Condition Report CR 97-0682 and
Procedure OP 903 001, " Technical Specification Surveillance Logs," was chan0ed
to reflect a revised indicated water level. The licensee also replaced the
containment spray riser level gauges with new gauges that offered increased
accuracy.

Insoector followoo

The inspectors reviewed the Condition Report CR 97-0682 associated with this
event. The inspectors verified that Procedure OP-903-001 had been revised as
stated by the licensee. The inspectors questioned the licensee concerning their
generic review of technical specification surveillances, being performed by three
contractors, to determine if other instances of the same f ailure to consider
instrument error existed. Although the official completion date of the effort was
June 1998, the licensee was attempting to have it completed by the end of 1997.
The inspectors reviewed the work scope description and concluded that it was
broad in scope and appropriate to the circumstances.

The licensee replaced the original riser gauges with new gauges of increased
accuracy, as documented in Work Authorizations 01159013 and 01159014. The
inspectors reviewed these packages and verified their completion.

~ . _ _ _ - , _ - - - . . - . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _. __ _. , _ - _ _ . _ _ _ _ __ ._
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iThe inspectors reviewed Calculation EC 191027, Revision 0, performed in 1991,-

that determined a rnaximum positive (indicated greater than actual) error of 9 feet
5 inches. In 1997, the licensee revised this calculation to Revision 1 and 2 (which

- addressed the new riser gauges), and included a term for a density effect of the
water in the riser piping (a function of temperature and boron concentration) that i
had not been included in the original calculation (Revision 0, which addressed the
original riser gauges). The inspectors noted that the additional term for density
effects applied a biased effect of 1.6 feet findicsted greater than actuallevel), and
wondered whether the licensee event report assumptions concerning peak pressure
for the old gauges would still be valid if the density effect were considered in the
Revision 0 calculation. The licensee stated that changes to other assumptions in the
original calculation would probably offset the increase in uncertainty added by the

,

density effects, but had not actually undertaken this effort to confirm the
assumption. The inspectors considered the lack of consideration of density affects

,

in the originst calculation to constitute a condition adverse to quality, in that it was
a source of error that should have been considered, and for which its exclusion in
this one instance, could imply its possible exclusion from other level instrument

.

calculations. !
t

During a telephone conference call conducted on October 17,1997, the
licensee stated that, in response to the NRC concern, the Revision 0 of
Calculation EC 191027 had been revised to include the density error. However,
because of conservatisms in other assumptions that were removed, the overall error
did not increase. The licensee also stated that they reviewed all other level
instrument error calculations (24 total) and found that these calculations correctly
applied the density term. These two steps were an essential response to the original
finding but were not previously performed because of the f ailure to initiate a
condition report.

>

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Critorion V, " Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings," '

states that activitics affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented
instructions, procedures, or drawings, of a type appropriate to the circumstances
and shall be accomplished in accordance with these instructions, procedures, and
drawings.

Procedure W2.501, " Corrective Action," Revision 6, states that an individual who
identifies a condition adverse to quality shall initiate a condition report.

The licensee's failure to initiate a condition report in response to the discovery of a
f ailure to consider water density affects in Calculation EC 191-027, Rev;sion 0, was
identified as a second example of a violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B,
Criterion V (50-382/9721-02).

- - . - - .- - - - - - - . . - - - - - - . - . - - - - - ~ ~ - . . -_
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Conclusions

A violation was identified for f ailure to issue a condition report upon discovery of an
error in a calculation associated with the containment sprsy riser level gauge.

E8.23 (Closed) Licensee Event Reoort 50 382/97 013: Refuelina Machine Failed to Meet
lechnical Sangjfjration Reauirements

Backoround

The licensee determined that the refueling machine's fuel mast and control element
assembly mat' had elevation dependent zones during extension and retraction of the
hoist assemblies, which did not have overload protection provided. For both masts,
interlocks were temporarily bypassed at certain elevation dependent load transition
points. Technical Specification 3/4.9.6 required both the fuel most and control
element assembly mast to have operable overload features and did not contain
exceptions for load transition points. Also, Surveillance Procedure OP 903-073,
" Refueling Machine Operability Check," Revision 7, Change 2, which validated the
minimum lif t capacity of the control element assembly hoist was inadequate
because it did not verify hoist minimum load capacity.

EDHD.W.up

To address the procedural deficiency, the licensee revised Procedure OP 903-073 to
change the method in which the control element assembly minimurn lift capacity
was tested. The inspectors reviewed this procedure revision and found that the
stated changes had been made.

To address the overload bypass problem, the licetsee revised the sof tware
controlling the overload protection features to provide an overload limit that
conformed with Technical Specification 3/4.9.6. The new sof tware eliminated the
unintentional bypass feature of the old sof tware, and provided a full-travel overload
limit. The inspectors concluded that the licensee had taken sufficient actions to
correct the problems associated with this event.

This event constituted a violation of Technical Specification 3/4.9.6, for f ailure to
provide adequate overload protection for the refueling me ed a violation of
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, for f ailure to provide 4 sdequate
procedure to test the control element assembly minimum lift capacity. Because
both violations were identified by the licensee, constituted minor safety concerns,
and were adequately corrected by the licensee, these violations were classified as
noncited in accordance with Section Vll.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy
(50 382/9721 03).

-. - . , _. - - - . - - - . _ _ - - -
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Conclusions

A noncited violation was identified for f ailure of the refueling machine to meet j

technical specification requirements concerning overload protection and for f ailure to ;

- have an adequate surveillance procedure to test the control element assembly mast ,

minimum load capacity, !

E8.24 (Closedi Licensee Event Reoort 50 382/97-024:- Emergencv Diesel Generator i

Autostart Due to Start-un Transformer Failure

Backgroutid
'

On May 28,1997, during a refueling outage, a loss of offsite power occurred in the
B offsite power system due to a f ailure of Startup Transformer B. Emergency Diesel
Generator B started and loaded as designed. Shutdown cooling was maintained
with Shutdown Cooline Train A, which continued to receive of fsite power. Offsite
power was restored to " rain B on May 29,1997, by backfeeding power through
Main Transformer B and Unit Auxiliary Transformer B. The autostart of the ,

emergency diesel generatit was reported as a voluntary licensee event report. The
report was not required ac ording to 10 CFR 50.73 because the emergency diesel

'

generators were not categr.'ized as engineered safety features in the licensing basis
of the Waterford 3 facility. Title 10 CFR 50.73 only required reporting autostarts of
engineered safety features.

The licensee conducted inspectinns and tests of the f ailed transformer and
determined that it f ailed as a result of damage to the insulation of the C phase
secondary windings, A temporary replacement transformer was installed pending
refurbishment of the f ailed transformer. The licensee received the permanent
replecement transformer after completion of the refueling outage and intended to
install it during the next refueling outage,

lanactor Followup

The licensee event report identified that the temporary replacement startup
trans,former had a wye to-wye winding configuration, whereas, the original
transformer had a wye to delta configuration. This resulted in a 30-degree phase
shif t between the startup and unit auxiliary transformers, prohibiting switching
between them. Therefore, the licensee configured the electrical system to use the '

startup transformer to provide power to the onsite electrical distnbution system
(from offsite power)instead of the unit auxiliary transformer (from the main

_ generator).

The inspectors reviewed the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 8.1.2,
and determined that the current plant configuration during normal oparations was
different from that described in the Updsted Final Safety Analysis Report.

.
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Section 8.1.2 of the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report stated, "The Plant Electric
Power Distribution System receives power under normal operating conditions from
the main generator through two unit auxiliary transformers." Under the current
configuration, power was provided from an offsite power source. The inspectors
reviewed Temporary Atteration Request 97-016, " Start up Transformer B
Replacement," to ensure that the associated 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation addressed
this issue and thet technical specification requirements for offsite power availability
were maintained. The inspectors' review of the alteration package indicated that
the alteration was adequately 3 valuated. The inspectors also verified through a
control room walkdown and interviews with operators that implementation of the
temporary alteration and its resultant change in system operation requirements were
adequate.

EMAntatstD1MARiln93

X1 Exit Meeting Summary

The inspectors presented the inspection results to members of licensee management
during an exit meeting conducted on October 20,1997, by telephone. The licensee
acknowledged the inspection findings but indicated possible disagreement with an
example of Violation 50-382/9721-02, which was discussed in Section E8.22 of
this renort. During the exit meeting, the licensee indicated a disagreement with this
violation, stating that the engineert assumed that the effect of this error would not
result in an adverse condition. Furt' er, the licensee stated that their subsequent
review confirmed that the engineer's assumptions were correct.

The inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined during the
insrection were proprietary. No proprietary information was identified.

,
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ATTACHMENT

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee

D. Viener, Supervisor, Design Engineering Mechanical
C. Thomas, Licensing Supervisor
M. Brandon, Licensing Supervisor
R. Douet, Maintenance Manager
T. Gaudet, L; censing Manager
E. Ewing, Director, Nuclear Safety and Regulatory Aff airs:

A. Wrape, Director, Design Engineering
P. Gropp, Manager, Design Engineering, Electrical / Instrumentation and Control
R. O'Donnell, Supervisor, Design Engineering, Electrical / Instrumentation and Control
D. Vinci, Plant Engineering Manager
D. Matthews, Licensing Specialist

NilC

G. Pick, Project Engineer

INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

92903 Followup of Engineering issues

ITEMS OPENED, CLOSED, AND DISCUSSED

Q w ned

50 382/9721-01 NCV Failure to Provide Backup Overcurrent Protection

50-382/9721 02 VIO Failure to Follow Procedures

50 382/9721 03 NCV Refueling Machine Failed to Meet Technical
Specificatior Requirements
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Closed f
50 382/9325 02 IFl Fail to Revise Design Documents

50 382/9325 04 IFl Review of Peir Process

50 382/9335 01 VIO Inadequate Design Control

50 382/94C7 01 IFl Vendor Information;

50 382/9426 01 VIO Failure to Update Station and Management System 3.

'

50 382/9426-02 IFl Update Procedures / Venting instructions

50 382/9426 03 IFl Engineering Initiatives ;

50 382/9511 01 IFl Fire Alarm Annunciator Response Procedure

60 382/9513-04 !FI Failure to Confirm Operability of Solenoid Valves

50 382/9520-01 IFl Requirements for Continuous Fire Watch
,

- 50-382/9520 02 VIO Fail to implement Fire Protection Program Fire Watch
Procedure ,

- 50 382/9803 06 IFl Review Setpoint Change Program

50 382/9623 04 IFl Inspection of Emergency Diesel Generators Air
Receiver

ti0 382/95-006 LER Fail to Provide Backup Overcurrent Protection -

50-382/96202 10 IFl Adequacy of Fastener installation

50-382/9710-01 VIO Design Control Violation

50 382/9710-02 VIO Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Margir

50 382/9710 04 VIO Inadequate implementation of Technical
Specifications

50 382/97 002 LER Potential Common Mo6e Failure of Shutdown Cooling .

50 382/97 01100 and LER Core Spray Water Less Than Required Due to
50-382/97_-011-01 Instrument Uncertainty

- 50-382/97 013- LER Refueling Machine Failed to Meet Technical
- Specification Requirements j

50 382/97-024 LER Emergency Diesel Generator Auto Start Due to Start-
up Transformer Failure -

,
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50 382/9721-01 NCV Failure to Provide Backup Overcurrent Protection

50-382/9721-03 NCV Refueling Machine Failed to Meet Technical
Specification Requirernants

_

Discussed

50 382/9407 02 VIO Fai'ure to Provide Adequate Procedure

50 382/9710 06 VIO Corrective Action Violation

50-382/9714-01 VIO Failure to Update Safety Analysis Report and
Technical Specification Basis Section

,


